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NEOPRENE WINTER GLOVE
CODE: TE3066

NEOPRENE
Studied and designed for the worst meteorological conditions.
It uses the same materials as scuba suits and it can guarantee a warm hand. Neoprene is also ideal for rainy days thanks to its 
elasticity and excellent quality. The grip is guaranteed by the silicon on the palm.
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CLASSIC WINTER SHOE COVER  
CLASSIC WINTER
CODE: TE4016

CLASSIC WINTER HIGH
CODE: TE4019

CLASSIC
This shoe cover is one of the most popular models for cyclists and responds to all their needs. Using a WR (rain-resistance) 
bi-elastic fabric and a soft fleece in contact with the shoe, laminated with a windproof membrane, this product keeps the foot 
warm even on colder days. Thanks to its exceptional elasticity, the product is adaptable for all shoe models. The silicone sole helps 
the cyclist to not slip if they put a foot to the wet ground. With the reflective back zip we want to give the athlete visibility even 
during the evening hours. The shoe cover is presented in 2 heights, this solution meets the individual needs of athletes.
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COMPOSITION
SIZE

100% NEOPRENE
xs - s - m - l - xl

COMPOSITION
SIZESHOE COVER: 85% POLYESTER (PL) | 15% 

ELASTANE (EA) SOLE: 90% POLYESTER (PL) 
| 10% POLUYRETHANE (PU)

33-34 / 35-36 / 37-38 / 39-40 / 41-42 / 43-44 / 45-46 / 47-48 | TE4016
35-36 / 37-38 / 39-40 / 41-42 / 43-44 / 45-46 / 47-48 | TE4019

The special closure without velcro
is able to follow the anatomy of the
hand guaranteeing the best fit
and maximum comfort.

Elastic and waterproof fabric.
Also used for making scuba suits
it can keep a hand warm.

Elastic and waterproof fabric.
Also used for making scuba

suits it can keep a hand warm.

Special Silicone Resin which thanks
to the symmetrical design allows a

perfect grip for a good handlebar control.
It is also a valid protection in unlucky fall

episodes.

Particular attention has been given to
the length of the fingers. Studied and created

following the hand anatomy, fingers have
different lengths in relation to the real fingers

size to have the best fit.
Elastic and waterproof 
fabric. Also used for 
making scuba suits it can 
keep a hand warm.

# outside right and left # inside right and left

Windproof fabric with WR
treatment that allows and

keep the foot warm and dry.
The fabric is completely customizable.

The closure with velcro is able
to guarantee the best fit and
maximum comfort.

A special silicon resin that thanks to
the symmetrical design helps the

cyclist to not slip if he is to put his
foot on the ground.

Back zip.

A special protection 
system is applied

to protect the skin's 
sensitivity from
problems due of 

rubbing with the zip. 


